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Abstract: Aim: To detect pathological brain conditions early is a core procedure for patients so as to
have enough time for treatment. Traditional manual detection is either cumbersome, or expensive, or
time-consuming. We aim to offer a system that can automatically identify pathological brain images in this
paper. Method: We propose a novel image feature, viz., Fractional Fourier Entropy (FRFE), which is based
on the combination of Fractional Fourier Transform (FRFT) and Shannon entropy. Afterwards, the Welch’s
t-test (WTT) and Mahalanobis distance (MD) were harnessed to select distinguishing features. Finally, we
introduced an advanced classifier: twin support vector machine (TSVM). Results: A 10 ˆ K-fold stratified
cross validation test showed that this proposed “FRFE + WTT + TSVM” yielded an accuracy of 100.00%,
100.00%, and 99.57% on datasets that contained 66, 160, and 255 brain images, respectively. Conclusions:
The proposed “FRFE + WTT + TSVM” method is superior to 20 state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: support vector machine; twin support vector machine; machine learning; magnetic
resonance imaging; Shannon entropy; fractional Fourier transform; fractional Fourier entropy

1. Background
Pathological brain detection (PBD) is of essential importance. It can help physicians make decisions,
and to avoid wrong judgements on subjects’ condition. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) features
high-resolution on soft tissues in the subjects’ brains, generating a mass dataset [1]. At present, there are
numerous works on the use of brain magnetic resonance (MR) images for solving PBD problems [2,3].
Due to the enormous volume of the imaging dataset from the human brain, traditional manual
techniques are either tedious, or time-consuming, or costly. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a novel
computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system [4] to help patients have enough time to receive treatment.
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In the last decade, many methods from different countries were presented with the same goal of
detecting pathological brains [5–8] (more references will be introduced in Section 2). Most of them
have two stages: (1) Feature extraction, to extract efficient features that can distinguish pathological
brain from healthy brains; feature reduction can be skipped if the size of features dataset is reasonable;
and (2) Classification, to construct a classifier using the extracted (and reduced) features.
For the first stage of feature extraction, the latest solutions transform the brain image by discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) [9], which is proven to be superior to the traditional Fourier transform.
Nevertheless, DWT comes across a problem of choosing the best decomposition level and the optimal
wavelet function.
For the final stage of classification, recent approaches like to use feed-forward neural network
(FNN) or support vector machine (SVM), which are becoming popular in the fields of classification and
detection [10]. However, SVM has the limitation that its hyperplanes should be parallel. This parallelism
restrains the classification perform.
To solve the above two problems, we propose two improvements: on the one hand, we propose a
novel image feature—Fractional Fourier Entropy (FRFE)—which is based on two steps: (1) the use
of a Fraction Fourier Transform (FRFT) to replace the traditional Fourier transform; and (2) Shannon
entropy to extract features from the FRFT spectrums.
On the other hand, we suggest removing the hyperplane parallelism restraint [11]. We introduce
for this purpose two non-parallel SVMs, the generalized eigenvalue proximal SVM (GEPSVM) and
twin support vector machine (TSVM).
In the remainder of this paper Section 2 offers the state-of-the-art. Then, Section 3 describes
the materials used. Section 4 presents the extracted features and how to select important features.
Section 5 offers the mechanisms of the standard support vector machine and non-parallel support
vector machine. Section 6 covers the experimental design. Section 7 provides the results. Discussions
are presented in Section 8. Finally Section 9 is devoted to our conclusions.
2. State-of-the-Art
Recent PBD methods are of two types. One treats a 3D dataset as a whole, and the other selects the
most important slice from the 3D data. The former needs to scan the whole brain, which is expensive
and time-consuming. The latter only needs to scan the focus related slice, which is cheap and rapid.
In this study, we focus on the latter.
Chaplot et al. [12] were the first to apply “DWT” to PBD problems. Their classifiers are SVM
and self-organizing map (SOM). El-Dahshan et al. [13] employed a 3-level discrete wavelet transform.
Dong et al. [14] proposed the use of a novel scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) approach for PBD.
Zhang and Wu [15] proposed to employ kernel support vector machine (KSVM). Saritha et al. [16]
combined wavelet transform with Shannon entropy, and they named the novel feature wavelet-entropy
(WE). They harnessed spider-web plots (SWPs) with the aim of decreasing the number of WEs.
They employed the probabilistic NN (PNN) for classification. Zhang et al. [17,18] found spider-web
plots had no effect on PBD. Das et al. [19] suggested using a Ripplet transform (RT) in PBD. Their
classifier is a least squares support vector machine (LS-SVM). Zhang et al. [20] employed particle
swarm optimization (PSO) to find the optimal parameters in a kernel support vector machine.
El-Dahshan et al. [21] proposed the use of a feedback pulse-coupled neural network to segment
brain images. Following Saritha’s work, Zhou et al. [22] employed WE, and Naive Bayes classifier
(NBC) as the classifier. Zhang et al. [23] employed a discrete wavelet packet transform (DWPT) to
replace DWT, and employed Tsallis entropy (TE) to replace Shannon entropy (SE). Yang et al. [24]
employed wavelet-energy as the features. Damodharan and Raghavan [25] used tissue segmentation
to detect neoplasms in brains. Guang-Shuai et al. [26] employed both wavelet-energy and SVM. The
overall accuracy was less than 83%. Wang et al. [27] employed genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the task
of PBD. Nazir et al. [28] proposed performing image denoising first. Their overall accuracy was higher
than 91%. Harikumar and Kumar [29] used ANN with optimal performance achieved by use of a db4
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Figure 1. Samples of pathological brain images: (a) healthy brain; (b) AD with visual agnosia; (c)

Figure 1. Samples of pathological brain images: (a) healthy brain; (b) AD with visual agnosia;
Meningioma; (d) AD; (e) Glioma; (f) Huntington’s disease; (g) Herpes encephalitis; (h) Pick’s disease;
(c) Meningioma; (d) AD; (e) Glioma; (f) Huntington’s disease; (g) Herpes encephalitis; (h) Pick’s
(i) Multiple sclerosis; (j) Cerebral toxoplasmosis; (k) Sarcoma; (l) Subdural hematoma.
disease; (i) Multiple sclerosis; (j) Cerebral toxoplasmosis; (k) Sarcoma; (l) Subdural hematoma.
3
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The cost of predicting pathological images as normal is severe, as the treatmen s of patients may
be deferred. On the other hand, the cost of misclassification of normal as abnormal is not serious, since
other diagnosis means can remedy the error.
This cost-sensitivity (CS) problem can be solved by changing the class distribution at the beginning
stage, since the original data is accessible. That means, we intentionally pick more abnormal brains
than normal brains in the dataset, with the aim of making the classifier biased to pathological brains,
with the aim of addressing the CS problem.
4. Feature Extraction and Selection
The difference between Fourier transform (FT) [37] and its variant “fractional FT (FRFT) [38]”,
is that FRFT can analyze nonstationary signals, which FT cannot. Besides, FRFT transforms a particular
signal into a unified time-frequency domain.
4.1. Basic Concept
The α-angle fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) of a particular signal x(t) was denoted by Xα :
ż8
Xα puq “ Fα rxs “
xptqKα pt, uqdt
(1)
´8

where α is real-valued, t the time, u the frequency, and K the transform kernel as:
´
¯
a
Kα pt, uq “ 1 ´ jcotα exp jπpt2 cotα ´ 2utcscα ` u2 cotαq

(2)

here j denotes the imaginary unit. To solve the problem that cot and csc will diverge when the values
of α are assigned with multiples of π, we take the limit and obtain the following equation [39]:
`
˘
$ a
1 ´ jcotα exp jπpt2 cotα ´ 2utcscα ` u2 cotαq
’
’
&
Kα pt, uq “
δpt ´ uq
’
’
%
δpt ` uq

α ‰ mπ
α “ 2mπ

(3)

α “ p2m ` 1qπ

here δ represents the Diract delta function, and m an arbitrary integer. Sometimes scholars used
angular frequency ω, so:
ż8
Xα pωq “ Fα rxs “
xptqKα pt, ωqdt
(4)
´8

where:

c
Kα pt, ωq “

ˆ 2
˙
1 ´ jcotα
t ` ω2
exp jp
qcotα ´ tωcscα
2π
2

(5)

In this study, 2D-FRFT was performed on 2D brain images. Due to the linearity of FRFT [40],
2D-FRFT can be implemented by first applying 1D-FRFT to rows and then to columns. Besides, for
2D-FRFT, there are two angles: named α and β. At the condition of α = β = 0, the FRFT degrades to an
identity operator. At the condition of α = β = 1, the FRFT becomes the conventional FT.
4.2. Fractional Fourier Domain
An example of FRFT on a one-dimensional signal tri(t) was implemented, in order to illustrate how
the angle α influences the fractional Fourier domain (see Figure 2). Note that the frequency spectrum
of tri(t) is the square of the sinc function, that is sinc2 (u). We can observe that the FRFT output is in an
intermediate domain between time and frequency, viz., a unified time-frequency domain.
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4.3. Weighted-Type FRFT

4.3. Weighted-Type FRFT

Weighted-type fractional Fourier transform (WFRFT) belongs to the simplest implementation

Weighted-type
transform
(WFRFT)
belongs
the simplest
implementation
method of FRFT.fractional
It replacedFourier
the continuous
variables
t by its
discretetoversion
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the
variable
u by the
discrete one
The form of WFRFT
is listed
[41,42]:version n, and replaced the
method
of FRFT.
It replaced
thek. continuous
variables
t by below
its discrete
variable u by the discrete one k. The form of WFRFT3 is listed below [41,42]:
F   ci ( ) Fi
(6)
3 i 0
ÿ
Fα “1 4 ci pαqFi 
(6)
ci ( )  i“
(7)
0exp[ j (  i )k ]
4 k 1

2

4
1ÿ

Then, the WFRFT of signal x can
be“
defined exprjpα
as:
ci pαq
´i

4

k“1X



Then, the WFRFT of signal x can be defined as:

 F x

π
qks
2

(7)
(8)

We can observe by Equation (6) that WFRFT can be treated as a linear weighted combination of
x
α “ Fαmatrix,
DFT matrix, Inverse DFT (IDFT) matrix, timeX
inverse
and identity matrix [43].

(8)

We can observe by Equation (6) that WFRFT can be treated as a linear weighted combination of
DFT matrix, Inverse DFT (IDFT) matrix, time inverse matrix, and identity matrix [43].
5
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4.4. Shannon Entropy
In information theory the Shannon entropy is the expected information content (IC) received in
a message. Entropy is a measure of the unpredictability of IC [44]. Suppose X is a discrete random
variable, whose values may fall within the set of (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) with a probability mass function P(X),
we have entropy H defined in the form of:
´
¯
HpXq “ E ´logq pPpXqq
(9)
where E represents the expected value operator and q the logarithm base. Equation (9) can be
generalized to a finite sample with explicit form of:
ÿ
HpXq “ ´ Ppxi qlogq Ppxi q
(10)
i

The units of entropy H are bits when q = 2, nats when q = e, and Hartleys when q = 10. Sometimes
P(xi ) is equal to zero, then, we force the 0loga 0=0.
4.5. Fractional Fourier Entropy
To the best of the author’s knowledge we are the first to propose the concept of “FRFE”, i.e., by
implementing the entropy operator H on the spectra obtained by the Fractional Fourier Transform X:
FRFE “ H ¨ X

(11)

After WFRFT was performed on the brain images (no matter whether pathological or healthy),
we obtained in total 25 unified time-frequency spectra with different combinations of αx and αy . The
entropy over all spectra of 25 domains are extracted and aligned into a set of vectors:
»
—
—
—
FRFEpIq “ H —
—
–

Xp0.6,0.6q
Xp0.7,0.6q
Xp0.8,0.6q
Xp0.9,0.6q
Xp1,0.6q

Xp0.6,0.7q
Xp0.7,0.7q
Xp0.8,0.7q
Xp0.9,0.7q
Xp1,0.7q

Xp0.6,0.8q
Xp0.7,0.8q
Xp0.8,0.8q
Xp0.9,0.8q
Xp1,0.8q

Xp0.6,0.9q
Xp0.7,0.9q
Xp0.8,0.9q
Xp0.9,0.9q
Xp1,0.9q

Xp0.6,1q
Xp0.7,1q
Xp0.8,1q
Xp0.9,1q
Xp1,1q

fi
ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi pIq
ffi
fl

(12)

Here Xpα,βq represents a FRFT performed with α-angle along the x-axis and β-angle along the
y-axis. I is the brain image. In this study, both angles were set to change within the range from 0.6 to 1
with equal increases of 0.1. The range of [0, 0.5] was not considered since FRFT with angles near 0 will
yield an identity operation.
4.6. Feature Selection
We employ the two-sample location test, with the aim of selecting the most important FRFEs
from the 25 ones. Student’s t-test is the most popular method that assumes “equal means” and “equal
variances” of the two data sets [45]. This “equal variances” does not make sense and can be discarded;
while the “equal means” is necessary. Therefore, we used Welch’s t-test (WTT) that is an adaption of the
Student’s t-test. WTT only checks whether the two populations have equal means [46]. WTT is widely
used in various applications to select important features [47–49]. The WTT is computed by:
d
wpp, qq “ pµ p ´ µq q{

σp2
np

`

σq2
nq

(13)

where µ denotes the sample mean and σ2 denotes the variance of a particular feature, n the sample size,
w the WTT score. The null hypothesis in this work is that the FRFE values of both pathological and
healthy brains have the same means (equal variances are not of concern). The alternative hypothesis
is that they have unequal means. WTT was performed at the confidence interval of 95%. Then, the
selected FRFEs are used as input features for following classification.
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Mahalanobis distance (MD) [50] is another popular feature selection method. MD measures the
distance between various datasets of two different classes. Its definition is written as:
b
(14)
mpp, qq “ pµ p ´ µq qT Σ´1 pµ p ´ µq q
where m represents the MD score,

ř

is defined as:

Σ“

np
nq
Cp `
Cq
n p ` nq
n p ` nq

(15)

where C p and Cq represents the covariance matrixes of the characteristic vectors in class p and class q,
respectively.
In this work, we treat the WTT score w and MD score m as a measure of the distinguishability of
individual features of two classes. The higher the score is, the more distinguishable the feature is.
5. Classification
5.1. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Suppose there is an N-sample training set with a p-dimension size. Suppose xn denotes a
p-dimensional data point, and yi denotes the corresponding class, with a value of either ´1 or +1,
denoting the sample target is either class 1 or class 2. Our aim is to build a hyperplane, which separates
the first class from the second class is the desired SVM. Usually the hyperplane is (p´1)-dimensional.
With the help of simple mathematical knowledge, a hyperplane can be written as wx ´ b “ 0,
where w and b denotes the weights and biases. Hence, SVM can be written as:
min||w||2 {2
b,w

(16)

s.t. yi pwxi ´ bq ě 1, i “ 1, 2, 3, ..., N
Positive slack vector ξ = (ξ1 , . . . , ξi , . . . , ξ N ) are introduced to measure the misclassification
degree of sample xi . Then, the optimal hyperplane corresponding to the SVM is yielded by solving:
1
min ||w||2 ` co T ξ

b,w,ξ 2

#
s.t.

`
˘
yi wT xi ´ b ě 1 ´ ξ i

(17)
, i “ 1, 2, 3, ..., N

ξi ě 0
here c represents is the error penalty and o is a vector of ones of N-dimension. Scholars have tend to
drop this parallelism and proposed a different non-parallel support vector machine (NPSVM).
5.2. NPSVM I—Generalized Eigenvalue Proximal SVM
Mangasarian and Wild [51] proposed a GEPSVM, which yielded better performance than standard
support vector machines [52,53]. Samples from class 1 are denoted as X1 and samples from class 2 are
denoted as X2 , GEPSVM builds the two nonparallel planes by:
w1T x ´ b1 “ 0 and w2T x ´ b2 “ 0

(18)

Take the first plane as the example (the second plane can be obtained in a similar way), we deduce
from Equation (18):
2
||wT X1 ´ o T b|| {||z||2
pw1 , b1 q “ arg min
(19)
2
2
T
T
pw,bq‰0 ||w X2 ´ o b|| {||z||
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«
zÐ

ff
w
b

(20)

here o represents a vector of ones of any dimension. Simplifying Equation (19) gives:
2

min

||wT X1 ´ o T b||

pw,bq‰0 ||wT X2

(21)

2

´ o T b||

Tikhonov regularization term is included to decrease the norm of z:
2

min

||wT X1 ´ o T b|| ` t||z||2

(22)

2

||wT X2 ´ o T b||

pw,bq‰0

here t represents a nonnegative Tikhonov factor. Equation (22) can be solved by the “Rayleigh Quotient
(RQ)” approach.
5.3. NPSVM II—Twin Support Vector Machine
Jayadeva et al. [54] were the first to propose the TSVM. Reports have shown that TSVM is better
than both SVM and GEPSVM [55–57]. Another advantage of TSVM is that its convergence rate is four
times faster than conventional SVM [54]. The TSVM is constructed by solving the two QP tasks:
min

1

w1 ,b1 ,q 2

pX1 w1 ` o1 b1 qT pX1 w1 ` o1 b1 q ` c1 o2T q

(23)

s.t. ´ pX2 w1 ` o2 b1 q ` q ě o2 , q ě 0
min

1

w2 ,b2 ,q 2

pX2 w2 ` o2 b2 qT pX2 w2 ` o2 b2 q ` c2 o1T q

(24)

s.t. ´ pX1 w2 ` o1 b2 q ` q ě o1 , q ě 0
here oi (i = 1,2) are the same as in Equation (19), and ci (i = 1,2) are positive parameters. The constraint
requires the hyperplane to be at a distance of more than one from points of the other class. The first
and second terms in the equations above represent the sum of squared distances from the hyperplane
to one class, and the sum of error variables, respectively.
6. Experimental Design
6.1. K-Fold Stratified Cross Validation
Obeying common convention, and considering the advantages of stratified cross validation (SCV),
6- and 5-fold SCV were employed for D66 and the other two datasets, respectively. Table 1 lists the
SCV settings of the three datasets. Note that true class here represents the abnormal brains, and false
class the normal brains.
Table 1. SCV setting of all datasets (P = Pathological, H = Healthy).
Training

Validation

Total

Data

P

H

P

H

P

H

D66
D160
D255

40
112
176

15
16
28

8
28
44

3
4
7

48
140
220

18
20
35

Fold No.
6
5
5

Note that D160 and D255 are divided into five folds, while D66 is divided into six folds. This is
because of stratification. The D66 dataset contains 48 pathological brains and 18 healthy brains, so a
6-fold partition can guarantee each fold includes eight pathological brains and three healthy brains.
If we divide D66 into five folds, then the stratification cannot be guaranteed.
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6.2. Implementation

6.2. Implementation

The proposed PBD system contains three successful components: FRFE, WTT, and SVM
The proposed PBD system contains three successful components: FRFE, WTT, and SVM (or
(or GEPSVM or TSVM). Figure 3 shows the diagram and Table 2 presents the pseudocode, where
GEPSVM or TSVM). Figure 3 shows the diagram and Table 2 presents the pseudocode, where offline
offline
learning
istrain
to train
the classifier,
and online
prediction
tonew
predict
brain images.
learning
is to
the classifier,
and online
prediction
is used is
to used
predict
brainnew
images.
Ground-truth
images

FRFE

WTT

Image Feature
Database

1) SVM
2) GEPSVM
3) TSVM

10xK-fold SCV
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Image
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Y

Pathological?
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Notify the
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Figure 3. Diagram of our method.

Figure 3. Diagram of our method.
Table 2. Pseudocode of our method.

Table 2. Pseudocode of our method.

Offline learning
Feature Extraction: Fractional Fourier Entropy (FRFE) were performed on all ground-truth
Offline learning
images: Twenty-five different WFRFT were carried out with α and β from the set of [0.6,
Step I Feature Extraction: Fractional Fourier Entropy (FRFE) were performed on all ground-truth images:
0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0], respectively. Entropy was extracted based on the 25 fractional Fourier
Step I
Twenty-five different WFRFT were carried out with α and β from the set of [0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0],
spectrums.
respectively.
Entropy was extracted based on the 25 fractional Fourier spectrums.
Feature Selection: Welch’s t-test (WTT) was employed to select the most important FRFEs
Step IIFeature Selection: Welch’s t-test (WTT) was employed to select the most important FRFEs among
Step II
among the 25 ones the 95% confidence interval.
the 25 ones the 95% confidence interval.
Classifier Training: Those chosen FRFEs with their class labels, were fed into train SVM
Step III
Classifier
Training:
Those chosen FRFEs with their class labels, were fed into train SVM and
and two
NPSVMs.
Step III
two NPSVMs.
Classifier Evaluation: Evaluate the classification performance based on a 10 times K-fold
Step IV
Classifier
Evaluation:
Evaluate
the classification
performance based on a 10 times K-fold SCV, and
SCV,
and
report which
classifiers
performs best.
Step IV
which classifiers performs best.
Onlinereport
prediction
Feature Extraction: A new query image is decomposed with 25 FRFE results extracted
Online
prediction
Step
I
Feature
Selection:
Select
the most
important
FRFEs with
from25
theFRFE
25 ones.
Step
II
Step I
Feature
Extraction:
A new
query
image
is decomposed
results extracted
Query Image Prediction: Input the selected FRFEs of the query image to the reported best
StepStep
II III
Feature Selection: Select the most important FRFEs from the 25 ones.
classifier, so as to obtain whether the query brain is pathological or healthy.
Query Image Prediction: Input the selected FRFEs of the query image to the reported best classifier,
Step III
so asand
to obtain
whether the query brain is pathological or healthy.
7. Results
Discussion
The programs were developed by in house on the basis of the signal processing toolbox of 64 bit

7. Results
Discussion
Matlaband
2014a
(The Mathworks ©, Natick, MA, USA). The simulation experiments were implemented

on a P4
IBM computer
with
processor,
GB RAM,
and
the Windows
7 operating
The
programs
were equipped
developed
bya 3.2
in GHz
house
on the 8basis
of the
signal
processing
toolbox of
system.
64 bit Matlab 2014a (The Mathworks ©, Natick, MA, USA). The simulation experiments were
implemented
onResult
a P4 IBM computer equipped with a 3.2 GHz processor, 8 GB RAM, and the Windows
7.1. WFRFT
7 operating system.
Figure 4 illustrates the 25 WFRFT decomposition results for a healthy brain,. Both α and β fall
within
set of [0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0]. The spectra are log-enhanced and mixed with pseudo-color for
7.1. WFRFTthe
Result
a clearer view.

Figure 4 illustrates the 25 WFRFT decomposition results for a healthy brain,. Both α and β fall
within the set of [0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0]. The spectra are log-enhanced and mixed with pseudo-color for a
clearer view.
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Figure 4. WFRFT of a normal brain.

Figure 4. WFRFT of a normal brain.

7.2. FRFE Results

7.2. FRFE Results

In the second experiment, we calculate the FRFE of each ground truth image. The mean and
standard
deviation
(SD) of pathological
and healthy
brains
are listed
below
in Table
3. In The
eachmean
cell, and
In the second
experiment,
we calculate
the FRFE
of each
ground
truth
image.
the numbers
above
represents
the meanand
andhealthy
SD of FRFEs
pathological
brain,
numbers
below
standard
deviation
(SD)
of pathological
brainsofare
listed below
in the
Table
3. In each
cell, the
the ones
of healthy
brain. the mean and SD of FRFEs of pathological brain, the numbers below the
numbers
above
represents

ones of healthy brain.

Table 3. Mean and SD of Two Different Brains.

β =Table
0.6 3.
6.14 ± 0.15
α =0.6
β6.07
= 0.6
± 0.43
5.99
± 0.14
6.14 ˘ 0.15
α =0.6 0.7
5.94
± 0.41
6.07 ˘ 0.43
5.88 ± 0.14
0.8 5.99 ˘ 0.14
0.7
5.79
± 0.36
5.94
˘ 0.41
5.82 ± 0.15
0.9 5.88 ˘ 0.14
5.68 ± 0.32
0.8
5.79 ˘ 0.36
5.75 ± 0.16
1.0 5.82 ˘ 0.15
5.58 ± 0.30
0.9
5.68 ˘ 0.32

Mean
Two Different
0.7and SD of 0.8
0.9Brains.
1.0
5.96 ± 0.14 5.79 ±0.15 5.69 ± 0.16 5.65 ± 0.18
0.9 5.50 ± 0.28 1.0
5.920.7
± 0.41 5.74 ± 0.8
0.36 5.57 ± 0.28
5.85
±
0.14
5.73
±
0.15
5.67
±
0.16
5.64 ± 0.18
5.96 ˘ 0.14
5.79 ˘0.15
5.69 ˘ 0.16
5.65 ˘ 0.18
5.81
±
0.38
5.66
±
0.31
5.53
±
0.27
5.48 ± 0.26
5.92 ˘ 0.41
5.74 ˘ 0.36
5.57 ˘ 0.28
5.50 ˘ 0.28
5.78 ± 0.15 5.70 ± 0.16 5.66 ± 0.17 5.63 ± 0.18
5.85 ˘ 0.14
5.73 ˘ 0.15
5.67 ˘ 0.16
5.64 ˘ 0.18
5.68 ˘
± 0.31
± 0.27
± 0.24
5.46 ± 0.25
5.81
0.38 5.58
5.66
˘ 0.315.50 5.53
˘ 0.27
5.48 ˘ 0.26
5.76 ± 0.16 5.70 ± 0.16 5.66 ± 0.17 5.63 ± 0.18
5.78 ˘ 0.15
5.70 ˘ 0.16
5.66 ˘ 0.17
5.63 ˘ 0.18
5.61 ± 0.30 5.54 ± 0.26 5.48 ± 0.25 5.45 ± 0.24
5.68 ˘ 0.31
5.58 ˘ 0.27
5.50 ˘ 0.24
5.46 ˘ 0.25
5.71 ± 0.16 5.68 ± 0.17 5.65 ± 0.17 5.59 ± 0.18
5.76 ˘ 0.16
5.70 ˘ 0.16
5.66 ˘ 0.17
5.63 ˘ 0.18
5.53 ± 0.27 5.49 ± 0.25 5.45 ± 0.24 5.41 ± 0.24
5.61 ˘ 0.30
5.54 ˘ 0.26
5.48 ˘ 0.25
5.45 ˘ 0.24

5.75 ˘ 0.16
5.71 ˘ 0.16
5.68 ˘ 0.17
5.65 ˘ 0.17
5.59 ˘ 0.18
7.3. Feature Selection
1.0
5.58 ˘ 0.30
5.53 ˘ 0.27
5.49 ˘ 0.25
5.45 ˘ 0.24
5.41 ˘ 0.24
Then, using either WTT or MD, we finally obtain the same results, i.e., we select 12
distinguishable features as shown in Table 4, where S represents the corresponding feature is

7.3. Feature Selection

Then, using either WTT or MD, we finally obtain the same results, i.e., we select 12 distinguishable
10 corresponding feature is selected and X represents
features as shown in Table 4, where S represents the
unselected. Remember that the values of both α and β are within the range of [0,1] because of their
periodical and symmetric property.
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Table 4. Twelve Selected Features (S = Selected, X = Unselected).
β

α

0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

X
X
X
X
S

X
X
X
X
S

X
X
X
S
S

X
X
S
S
S

S
S
S
S
S

7.4. Feature Comparison
To demonstrate the performance of the FRFE, we compared it with the “wavelet entropy” and
“wavelet energy”. Reference [22] used seven wavelet entropy as features, and used NBC for detection.
Reference [26] used seven wavelet energy as features, and used SVM for detection. In that paper, it is
proven that seven features can obtain the highest accuracy, and adding more features will not improve
the classification performance.
For a fair comparison, we also combined FRFE with NBC and SVM, respectively. Those two
methods are termed as “FRFE + WTT + NBC” and “FRFE + WTT + SVM”. We run K-fold SCV 10 times
on the three datasets. The comparison results are listed in Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5. FRFE Compared to Wavelet Entropy based on 10 ˆ K-fold SCV (# stands for number).
Accuracy
Method

Feature #

D66

D160

D255

“Wavelet Entropy + NBC” [22]
FRFE + WTT + NBC (Proposed)

7
12

92.58
97.12

91.87
95.94

90.51
95.69

Table 6. FRFE compared to Wavelet Energy based on 10 ˆ K-fold SCV (# stands for number).
Accuracy
Method

Feature #

D66

D160

D255

“Wavelet Energy + SVM” [26]
FRFE + WTT + SVM (Proposed)

7
12

82.58
100

80.13
99.69

77.76
98.98

7.5. SVM versus Non-Parallel SVMs
To compare the performance among standard SVM and two NPSVMs, we used 12 selected
FRFE features. Again, K-fold SCV was run 10 times over three datasets. We recorded the accuracy
of each K-fold SCV, and averaged the results of 10 runs. The results of FRFE + WTT + SVM,
FRFE + WTT + GEPSVM, FRFE + WTT + TSVM, are listed in Table 7. In following experiments,
TSVM is the default classifier.
Table 7. Average Accuracy Comparison based 10 ˆ K-fold SCV.
Method

Classifier

D66

D160

D255

FRFE + WTT + SVM
FRFE + WTT + GEPSVM
FRFE + WTT + TSVM

SVM
GEPSVM
TSVM

100
100
100

99.69
100
100

98.98
99.18
99.57
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7.6. Best Proposed Approach
We analyzed the results obtained. Taking the best of our proposed approaches, FRFE + WTT + TSVM,
as instance, its first run of 5-fold SCV is listed in Table 8, and its total 10 runs accuracy results are listed in
Table 9. The evaluation (sensitivity, specificity and precision) is listed in Table 10.
Table 8. First run of a 5-fold SCV by FRFE + WTT + TSVM.
CM on Validation Set

„
44 0
0 7

„
44 0
0 7

„
43 1
0 7

„
44 0
0 7

„
44 0
0 7
„

219 1
0
35

Fold 1
Fold 2
Fold 3
Fold 4
Fold 5
Sum

Correct Cases

Accuracy

51

100.00

51

100.00

50

98.04

51

100.00

51

100.00

254

99.61%

Table 9. Accuracy Results of each run.
Run

Fold 1

Fold 2

Fold 3

Fold 4

Fold 5

Sum

Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5
Run 6
Run 7
Run 8
Run 9
Run 10
Sum

51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
50 (98.04%)
50 (98.04%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
50 (98.04%)

51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)

50 (98.04%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
50 (98.04%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)

51 (100.00%)
50(98.04%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
50 (98.04%)
50 (98.04%)
50 (98.04%)
51 (100.00%)

51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
50 (98.04%)
50 (98.04%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)
51 (100.00%)

254 (99.61%)
254 (99.61%)
254 (99.61%)
254 (99.61%)
254 (99.61%)
254 (99.61%)
254 (99.61%)
253 (99.22%)
254 (99.61%)
254 (99.61%)
2539 (99.57%)

Table 10. Evaluation of FRFE + WTT + TSVM.
Method

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

FRFE + WTT + TSVM

99.57%

99.59%

99.43%

99.91%

7.7. Comparison with State-of-the-Art
To further validate the efficiency of our “FRFE + WTT + TSVM”, we compared it with 20 existing
algorithms, such as DWT+SOM [12], DWT+SVM [12], DWT + SVM + RBF [12], DWT + PCA +
KNN [13], DWT + PCA + ANN [13], DWT + PCA + SCG-FNN [14], DWT + PCA + SVM [15], DWT +
PCA + SVM + HPOL [15], DWT + PCA + SVM + IPOL [15], DWT + PCA + SVM + RBF [15], WE + SWP
+ PNN [16], RT + PCA + LS-SVM [19], PCNN + DWT + PCA + BPNN [21], DWPT + TE + GEPSVM [23],
DWPT + SE + GEPSVM [23], SWT + PCA + ABC-SPSO-FNN [30], SWT + PCA + IABAP-FNN [30],
SWT + PCA + HPA-FNN [30], WE + HMI + GEPSVM [33], and WE + HMI + GEPSVM + RBF [33].
The meaning of these abbreviations can be found in the Nomenclature section below.
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8. Discussion
Figure 4 indicates that if both angles increase to one, the FRFT degrades to a standard FT.
Contrarily, if both angles reduce to zero, the FRFT degrades to identity operator, which does not
contain any frequency spectral information.
Table 4 shows the final selected twelve features are FRFE with parameters (α, β) are assigned with
twelve different values of (0.6, 1.0), (0.7, 1.0), (0.8, 0.9), (0.8, 1.0), (0.9, 0.8), (0.9, 0.9), (0.9, 1.0), (1.0, 0.6),
(1.0, 0.7), (1.0, 0.8), (1.0, 0.9), and (1.0, 1.0). Note that (α, β) = (1.0, 1.0) represents the standard Fourier
Transform (SFT). Those selected features are all closer to the SFT point than those unselected features.
It indicates that the SFT and those FRFT near to SFT are more efficient features than others. Note that
ONLY (α, β) = (1.0, 1.0) corresponds the SFT. For example, the (0.6, 1.0) means a FRFT with angle of
0.6 along x-axis and a SFT along y-axis, so (0.6, 1.0) should be considered a 2D-FRFT other than SFT.
The proposed FRFE measures the information contents in the fractional Fourier domain (FRFD),
which is extended from the standard Fourier domain. From another point of view, FRFE is a measure
of diversity or unpredictability. A limitation is that FRFE value is not absolute. It depends on the
model over FRFD.
Table 5 shows that for NBC, the wavelet entropy obtained accuracies of 92.58%, 91.87%, and 90.51
on D66, D160, and D255, respectively, while the FRFE + WTT + NBC obtained accuracies of 97.12%,
95.94%, and 95.69%, which are higher than the accuracies obtained by wavelet entropy. Therefore,
we can conclude the FRFE performed better than wavelet entropy. Table 6 shows the wavelet energy
with SVM achieves accuracies of 82.58%, 80.13%, and 77.76% over three datasets, nevertheless, the
FRFE + WTT + SVM yields accuracies of 100.00%, 99.69%, and 98.98% over three datasets. It suggests
us FRFE is significantly better than wavelet energy. Comparing the “FRFE + WTT + SVM” in Table 6
with “FRFE + WTT + NBC” in Table 5, another finding is SVM is superior to NBC. The reason is
SVM works well for large dimensional problems with relative few instances due to its regularization
form [58].
Results in Table 7 indicate that GEPSVM is superior to standard SVM. Both obtain perfect detection
for D66. For D160, the accuracy of GEPSVM is higher than that of SVM by 0.31%. For D255, the
accuracy of GEPSVM is higher than that of SVM by 0.20%. Meanwhile, TSVM is superior to GEPSVM.
The accuracy of TSVM is 0.39% higher than that of GEPSVM for D255.
The parallel hyperplane setting restrains standard SVM to generate complicated and flexible
hyperplanes. NPSVMs discard this setting, so their performances are much better than SVM. TSVM
has a resemblance to GEPSVM in spirit, since both drop parallelism. Their difference is that TSVM
uses simpler formulation than GEPSVM, and the former can be solved by merely two QP problems.
Our results align with the finding in Kumar and Gopal [59], which says “generalization performance
of TSVM is better than GEPSVM and conventional SVM”. Nevertheless, Ding et al. [60] claimed that
TSVM has a lower generalization ability, so it is too early to make a decision about the classification
performance of TSVM before more rigorous tests are implemented.
In total, our proposed FRFE + WTT + TSVM predicts 2539 success cases and 13 fail cases in
10 ˆ 5-fold SCV for D255. Remember D255 contains 220 pathological brains and 35 healthy brains,
so in total 2200 pathological and 350 healthy instances after 10 repetitions. For 2200 pathological
instances, our method predicts 2191 cases successfully, and misclassifies nine pathological instances as
healthy. For 350 healthy instances, our method predicts 348 instances successfully, and misclassifies
two healthy instances as pathological. Therefore, the sensitivity of our method is 99.59%, specificity is
99.43%, and precision is 99.91% (See Table 10).
Table 11 lists the comparison results. The first column lists the abbreviated name of the different
algorithms. The second column lists the feature number used in each method. The third column lists
the number of runs. Here all new algorithms were run 10 times, except some old algorithms which ran
five times that were reported in literature [19]. The last three columns list the classification accuracy
over D66, D160, and D255, respectively.
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Table 11. Comparison with other Methods based on 10 ˆ K-fold SCV (# stands for number).
Accuracy
Existing Algorithms

Feature #

Run #

D66

D160

D255

DWT+SOM [12]
DWT+SVM [12]
DWT + SVM + RBF [12]
DWT + PCA + ANN [13]
DWT + PCA + KNN [13]
DWT + PCA + SCG-FNN [14]
DWT + PCA + SVM [15]
DWT + PCA + SVM + HPOL [15]
DWT + PCA + SVM + IPOL [15]
DWT + PCA + SVM + RBF [15]
WE + SWP + PNN [16]
RT + PCA + LS-SVM [19]
PCNN + DWT + PCA + BPNN [21]
DWPT + SE + GEPSVM [23]
DWPT + TE + GEPSVM [23]
SWT + PCA + IABAP-FNN [30]
SWT + PCA + ABC-SPSO-FNN [30]
SWT + PCA + HPA-FNN [30]
WE + HMI + GEPSVM [33]
WE + HMI + GEPSVM + RBF [33]
FRFE + WTT + TSVM (Proposed)

4761
4761
4761
7
7
19
19
19
19
19
3
9
7
16
16
7
7
7
14
14
12

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

94.00
96.15
98.00
97.00
98.00
100.00
96.01
98.34
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.85
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100

93.17
95.38
97.33
96.98
97.54
99.27
95.00
96.88
98.12
99.38
99.94
100.00
98.88
99.62
100.00
99.44
99.75
100.00
99.56
100.00
100.00

91.65
94.05
96.18
95.29
96.79
98.82
94.29
95.61
97.73
98.82
98.86
99.39
98.24
98.78
99.33
99.18
99.02
99.45
98.63
99.45
99.57

Table 11 shows that D66 contains too few instances so that many algorithms achieve accuracy of
100%. For the D160, four algorithms achieve perfect classification. They are RT + PCA + LS-SVM [19],
DWPT + TE + GEPSVM [23], SWT + PCA + HPA-FNN [30], WE + HMI + GEPSVM + RBF [33], and
the proposed method of “FRFE + WTT + TSVM”. D255 is the most difficult one and no one yields a
perfect classification. Among all algorithms, the proposed “FRFE + WTT + TSVM” yields the highest
accuracy of 99.57%.
Comparing to “SWT + PCA + HPA-FNN [30]” with accuracy of 99.45% over D255, our method
increases this about 0.12%. Although the improvement is slight, it is obtained by 10 repetitions of
5-fold stratified cross validation, which means the improvement is robust and reliable. SWT + PCA +
HPA-FNN [30] used seven features and proved seven features is the best feature combination, and
introducing new features will not improve their accuracy. It does not cost too much time for our
method to use 14 features (double of that of SWT + PCA), since 14 features are not a burden to classifiers
in current computers.
Our contributions are: (i) we are the first to propose a novel image feature called “Fractional
Fourier Entropy (FRFE)”; (ii) WTT is employed to select important FRFEs; (iii) the proposed system
“FRFE + WTT + TSVM” is superior to 20 state-of-the-art methods w.r.t. pathological brain detection.
9. Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, we proposed a novel image feature—Fractional Fourier Entropy (FRFE)—and then
use Welch’s t-test (WTT) to select important FRFEs for developing a PBD system. We finally tested
four classifiers (NBC, SVM, GEPSVM, and TSVM). The simulation results showed that the proposed
“FRFE + WTT + TSVM” yield better results than both other three proposed methods (FRFE + WTT +
NBC, FRFE + WTT + SVM, and FRFE + WTT + GEPSVM) and 20 state-of-the-art approaches. Our PBD
system may be further applied to brains with more complicated pathological conditions.
In the future research may be performed on the following points: (1) to develop evaluation
methods to measure the influence from different values of α and β; (2) trying to consider the use of the
least-squares technique to further improve the performance of SVM and NPSVMs; (3) application the
FRFE to other pattern recognition problems, such as fruit classification [61] and tea classification [62];
(4) testing kernel methods [63]; (4) mutual entropy [64] will be introduced to test its performance
in feature selection; (5) our method may be applied to X-ray [65], AD images [66], and CT images;
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(6) support vector data description (SVDD) [67] is commonly used for detecting novel data or outliers,
so we will get more medical image data, and test SVDD; (7) swarm intelligence approaches [68] may
be applied to help train classifiers.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviation
(A)(BP)(F)(PC)NN
(D)(S)W(P)T
(H)(I)POL
(I)(D)(S)FT
(k)(F)(LS)(GEP)(NP)SVM
(S)(C)ABC(-SPSO)
(W)(P)(S)(T)E
CAD
CM
FRF(T)(E)(D)
HPA
IABAP
IC
KNN
MD
MR(I)
NBC
PCA
PNN
PSO
QP
RBF
RQ
RT
SCV
SD
SOM

Definition
(Artificial) (Back-propagation) (Feed-forward) (Pulse-coupled)
neural network
(Discrete) (Stationary) wavelet (packet) transform
(Homogeneous) (Inhomogeneous) Polynomial
(Inverse) (Discrete) (Standard) Fourier Transform
(kernel) (Fuzzy) (Lease-Square) (Generalized eigenvalue proximal)
(Non-Parallel) Support vector machine
(Scaled) (Chaotic) Artificial bee colony (-Standard PSO)
(Wavelet) (Packet) (Shannon) (Tsallis) entropy
Computer-aided diagnosis
Confusion matrix
Fractional Fourier (Transform) (Entropy) (Domain)
Hybridization of PSO and ABC
Integrated algorithm based on ABC and PSO
Information Content
K-nearest neighbors
Mahalanobis distance
Magnetic resonance (imaging)
Naive Bayesian Classifier
Principal Component Analysis
Probabilistic neural network
Particle Swarm Optimization
Quadratic programming
Radial Basis Function
Rayleigh Quotient
Ripplet transform
Stratified cross validation
Standard deviation
Self-organizing map
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